CHAPTER 1    ADMINISTRATION, ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
1-001    Applicability
1-002    Legal Authority
1-003    Chain of Command
1-004    Mission Statement
1-005    Policies and Procedures
1-006    Emergency Suspension
1-007    Variances
1-008    Accreditation
1-009    Definitions
1-010    Personnel Policies
1-011    Staff Development and Training

CHAPTER 2    GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
2-001    Applicability
2-002    Departmental Policy
2-003    Grievance Principles
        2-003.01    Persons Filing
        2-003.02    Informal Resolution
        2-003.03    Method of Processing Step-One Formal Grievance
        2-003.04    Adverse Action
        2-003.05    Prompt Written Response
2-004    Grievance Procedure
2-005    Other Remedies Not Precluded

CHAPTER 3    MAIL PRIVILEGES
3-001    Applicability
3-002    Departmental Policy
3-003    Contraband in the Mail
3-004    Approved Mailing Lists
3-005    Outgoing Mail Procedure
3-006    Incoming Mail Procedures
3-007    Privileged Mail

CHAPTER 4    VISITING
4-001    Applicability
4-002    Departmental Policy
4-003    Posting Visiting Regulations
4-004    Visiting Records
4-005    Visiting Lists
4-006    Visiting Procedure
4-007    Visitor Dress Code
CHAPTER 5  TELEPHONE PRIVILEGES
5-001  Applicability
5-002  Departmental Policy
5-003  Posting Telephone Regulations
5-004  Telephone Records
5-005  Telephone List
5-006  Limitations on Telephone Access

CHAPTER 6  CODE OF OFFENSES
6-001  Applicability
6-002  Departmental Policy
6-003  Notice of Offense
6-004  Standard of Proof Required
6-005  Offenses

CHAPTER 7  RULES, DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES, AND DISCIPLINE
7-001  Applicability
7-002  Departmental Policy
7-003  Notice of Rules and Discipline
7-004  Staff Training
7-005  Offenses/Acts Prohibited
7-006  Disciplinary Procedures
7-007  Disciplinary Actions, Penalties, and/or Sanctions
7-008  Acts Covered by Criminal Law

CHAPTER 8  RELEASE, PAROLE AND DISCHARGE OF YOUTH
8-001  Applicability
8-002  Departmental Policy
8-003  Parole or Institutional Discharge of Committed Youth
8-004  Criteria for Juvenile Parole
8-005  Criteria for Institutional Discharge
8-006  Temporary Release/Furlough

CHAPTER 9  REHABILITATION OPPORTUNITIES
9-001  Applicability
9-002  Departmental Policy
9-003  Scope of Services

CHAPTER 10  CHANGES IN RULES AND REGULATIONS
10-001  Department Changes of Rules
10-002  Proposed Changes in Department Rules by Petition
10-003  Administrative Regulations and Operational Memoranda